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A guide to plant spirit ritual and witchcraft, with practical instruction on the use of botanicals
especially associated with the beloved goddess Hekate and her daughters Circe and
Medea.Bringing pharmakeia (the practice of plant spirit witchcraft) into contemporary times,
Entering Hekate’s Garden merges historical knowledge with modern techniques. In it, author
Cyndi Brannen offers her extensive insight into Hekatean ritual and witchcraft and especially its
application to the Green World. The book features detailed monographs dedicated to 39 plants
ranging from the esoteric such as aconite, American mandrake, and damiana to the accessible
including bay laurel, dandelion, fennel, garlic, juniper, and lavender.This book blends traditional
methods with the author's personal approach, emphasizing her understanding of plant spirits as
allies in the witch’s journey. It includes a new taxonomy for interpreting plant energies, methods
for creating new correspondences, the importance of layering, using botanicals in spells, rituals,
altars, and more, as well as ways to develop meaningful relationships with the pharmakoi
(master plant spirits). Poetry, petitions, and musings about pharmakeia are woven
throughout.Entering Hekate’s Garden takes readers deep into the mystical world of botanical
witchery in a way no other book has before.



Praise for Entering Hekate's Garden“Cyndi Brannen has taken the seeds of ancient and
classical lore and grown something lush, beautiful, new, and extremely beneficial for any modern
witch, while also maintaining the historical roots. I greatly enjoy all of Cyndi's works and books,
but Entering Hekate's Garden is by far my favorite of hers to date. I know it will be a book that I
reference often in my personal magickal practice and devotional work.”—Mat Auryn, author of
Psychic Witch:A Metaphysical Guide to Meditation,Magick, and ManifestationCyndi Brannen
has written a profound, complex, and beautifully rich body of work. For those called by Hekate,
the botanical lore and practices in this book serve to deepen a potently transformative and
devotional path and practice. I truly believe we are witnessing a sacred download of wisdom and
guidance through Cyndi's books.”—Elena Rego, creator andowner of The Witches Box“One
cannot talk about Hekate without eventually talking about Medea and Circe. One cannot discuss
the magic of these witches without talking about plants. For the Greeks, pharmakeia was
synonymous with magic. In Entering Hekate's Garden, Cyndi Brannen manages to provide a
cornucopia of plant magic that will be useful for anyone interested in Hekatean magic. I expect to
be referencing the recipes and lore for years to come.”—Jason Miller, author ofThe Elements of
Spellcrafting“Entering Hekate's Garden initiates the reader into the magickal realm of herbs,
medicine, and plant-spirit witchcraft by unveiling knowledge, rites, herbal infusions, recipes, and
spells made for the serious witch. Brannen uses Hekate and her daughters Medea and Circe to
navigate the occult world of botanicals and mythology. Beautifully written, Entering Hekate's
Garden is necessary for every witch and student of the craft!”—Lawren Leo, author of Horse
Magick:Spells and Rituals for Self-Empowerment,Protection, and Prosperity“Cyndi Brannen's
gorgeously written Entering Hekate's Garden is not your average herbal. Its clear instructions,
straightforward exercises, and incredibly detailed individual plant entries will be a long-time
valuable tool for any witch who has already stained their fingers green, as well as those who've
not yet stepped one foot into the garden. If you walk the Poison Path, read this. If you're an
herbalist, read this. If you think you can't hear the voices of plant spirits, definitely read this. The
torches are lit and the gate has been opened. Hekate awaits!”—Tara-Love Maguire, coauthor of
Besom, Stang,and Sword: A Guide to Traditional Witchcraft, theSix-Fold Path, and the Hidden
Landscape“Entering Hekate's Garden removes the veil of separation between the reader and
the magical world of plants. Cyndi Brannen generously shares her wisdom about thirty-nine
species of plants associated with Hekate. Her deep insights on identification, harvesting,
preparation, and spellwork can only be described as masterful. It's sure to inspire anyone
interested in deepening their connection with herbalism or modern Hekatean witchcraft.”—
Astrea Taylor, author of Intuitive Witchcraft:How to Use Intuition to Elevate Your Craft
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For A and T,my branches and roots.

This book contains advice and information relating to herbs and is not meant to diagnose, treat,
or prescribe. It should be used to supplement, not replace, the advice of your physician or other
trained healthcare practitioner. If you know or suspect you have a medical condition, are
experiencing physical symptoms, or if you feel unwell, seek your physician's advice before
embarking on any medical program or treatment. Some of the substances discussed in this
book can be lethal if mishandled or ingested in sufficient quantities. Extreme caution is advised
in their handling and use. Readers using the information in this book do so entirely at their own
risk, and the author and publisher accept no liability if adverse effects are caused.
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The Garden of the Goddess beckons.Hekate is Mother of the Eternal Garden,With her first
breath she created the Green World and her witches.Her daughters are our sisters.Eternal Circe
and Medea,And the others.They are the witches' great teachers and companions.High
Priestesses of the Garden.They offer the keys to their magick, medicine, and mystery.Will you
claim them?

I. PROLOGMedea's TruthThere are many stories told about us. Few of them are true. You
already know that, for you are one of us. This is not a new story for you, but a memory long
forgotten, now awakened. The plants of our Mother called out and you answered. Return with me
now to her Garden. Sit within her sacred grove and remember.In the beginning, there was only
darkness and light. They bore a child who became our Mother. With her first breath she created
the universe, and with her second, her children. She, in her infinite wisdom, made us of her,
uniquely crafted so we could summon the spirits of the world she created for our use. Hekate



knew that, without challenges to temper our talents, we would quickly become restless, so she
created the others so that we might learn from them. Their love and hate taught us the lessons
necessary so we could transcend our weaknesses. They were the humans, and we were her
witches.Mother knows best, although we often fail to see this. She created me and my sister,
and all the witches, including you, are our descendants. She taught us medicine to heal
ourselves and others. This medicine did not merely ease our suffering, but offered us entrance
into her mysteries. She desired us to understand pain so that we could experience joy. We
acquired power through weakness and hope through despair. Our companions were her
Pharmakoi Kyrios, the plant masters, whom we wove into our charms and spells. They protected
us from the harms of the humans who feared us. We were, and remain, one with her plants.Our
ways were not welcome by those who feared our power. At their hands, we suffered greatly.
Through their words, we were reviled. It is now time for you to remember the truth and cast aside
their lies. We are rising.The men created their own gods, forever reminding Mother that she, too,
must bear her burdens. These gods, made in the image of men, feared Mother. They sought to
rob us of our rightful inheritance, that of the Green World. Through their so-called civilization,
they defiled the natural ways. But you already know this.When I was young, I thought that I knew
everything. I would not listen to Mother. She knew that my willfulness needed to be tempered
through experience, so she did not interfere with my foolishness. Most likely, you have already
learned this. Mother waits. She welcomes us into her sacred grove when we are ready. There are
times when we rush into her Garden without thought. Perhaps you, like me, have denigrated her
treasures in order to please a man. This was my failure, or so it would appear if you believe the
stories they tell about me. Truth be told, it was my necessary lesson. I had to learn not to give
away my power to the unworthy.Jason came to me, not out of affection, but out of greed. He had
heard of my powers, such as they were, when I was young. They are much stronger now. Even in
my youth, they were considerable. Jason's gods preyed upon his ambitions. They instructed him
on how to seduce me. Lonely as I was, I succumbed easily. Not only did I welcome him into
Hekate's Garden, but I put a spell on the guardian of one of the most sacred pharmakoi, whom
you call oak. This was the Tree of Knowledge, whose branches held the most powerful medicine.
The serpent who protected this medicine I put to sleep in the name of my desire. That much of
the story is true.Most of what you've heard has been twisted to make me the villain. This is a lie.
Jason was a violent and greedy prince. I was heartbroken after all I had done to earn his
affection. You see, I had raised his father from the dead, banished his enemies, and assured his
power, only to be cast aside on his whim. What they tell you is that I killed my children. If I were to
concern myself with the beliefs of humans, this is the only part of the story that would bother me.
Look into your heart, for mine is within yours. You know I didn't murder them. They live on still, as
your angels and guides. I merely spared them the burdens of humanity. As for the serpent who
guarded the oak, he has pulled my chariot across the Starry Road ever since.My sister has
always been stronger than me. You know her name, for she has returned to your world. Circe has
spoken. We all must heed. Yes, I still can have my moments of pettiness when it comes to her. I



languished with Jason while she flourished on her island. She would tell you how she suffered at
the hands of men—the stories she spins of Odysseus, the web of deception he spun around her
until she no longer knew her own name. Her son, too, lives on. I will say this of my sister—her
medicine is that of revelation. She didn't turn men into pigs; they had always been so. Same
thing for that maiden who was a monster in disguise.There are those who have spoken ill of
Mother over the centuries, the same sort who spun their false myths of me and Circe. They
created their false religion to control us, and they sought only to destroy the medicine of the
Green World. They tortured and murdered her children. We were forced to protect ourselves.
That time has passed.Now the time has come for you to remember the magick, the medicine,
and the mystery. Return to Mother's Garden.Medea

II. NYSSAThe CallI enter as Nyssa.Hesitating.Stopping to take in the beauty that surrounds
me.There is so much to see,To feel,To know.They speak to me in whispers,The wind carries
their voices to me.Know us, behold our mysteries.Seek our mistress,The Queen of this
Garden.For her spirit lives in each of us,And you.If you are feeling called to return to the magick,
medicine, and mystery of plant spirit witchcraft—perhaps by Hekate herself or by her daughters,
Medea and Circe—or if another force is beckoning you, welcome. Plant spirit witchcraft is the
most ancient form, practiced by Hekate's witches before time became linear. Go slowly, easing
yourself into it. With study and practice, plant spirit witchcraft in the tradition of Hekate and her
eternal witches opens a rich understanding of the deeper world.Plant spirit witchcraft
incorporates the magick, medicine, and mystery of botanicals through the use of their physical
properties and their spiritual essence. The magick occurs when we cast our spells evoking their
powers; the medicine heals when we utilize their physical and spirit attributes to end dis-ease
and dis-order. The mystery manifests when we experience the sacredness of a deep connection
to the unseen world, crossing the threshold from our visible, material existence into the spiritual
Garden of the Goddess. This book comes with the spirit of reunification of the sacred practice of
plant spirit witchcraft. That is to say that I've included the spiritual, physical, and magickal
properties of the plants because there is no separation between what is magick, what is
medicine, and how we experience the mystery of the Green World.The Garden of Hekate, the
great Mother Goddess from whom all the world flows, is the spiritual home for the practice of
pharmakeia, the ancient art, craft, and science of plant spirit witchcraft. This practice uses
botanicals for corporeal purposes, the crafting of magical formulations, and the art of
transcending. It is a holistic art transmitted by Hekate and her witches for our use today. Enter
her mysteries with the spirit of beginning—the spirit of the crossroads that we enter when we
answer the call of Hekate to return to the practice of holistic plant spirit witchcraft.Hekate is the
Triple Goddess of magick, medicine, and mystery. She is also the Mother of all practitioners of
plant spirit witchcraft. One of her daughters, the goddess Circe, is the mistress of plant spirit
medicine. The other, Medea, is the mistress of the Poison Path. Together, these three form the
Triple Goddesses of our craft. Circe and Medea balance each other and represent the creative



and destructive natures of the Green World. Connecting to the Triple Goddesses, and to other
deities, botanicals, spirits, and correspondences, is natural for witches. It is unnatural and
unhealthy when we deny ourselves these associations. These spirits, forces, energetics, and
correspondences are as vital to us as air. As we are born knowing how to breathe, we come into
this life hardwired for connection. We are attuned to our souls. The knowledge flows freely within
us, and between us and the external world, seen and unseen.Reclaiming the practice of
pharmakeia is a homecoming. We hear it in a whisper from Hekate, discover it in an unexpected
key, marvel at it in a spell successfully cast. When we experience the feeling of being in flow, we
have attuned ourselves and our souls. We are connecting to the spirits who work in our best
interests. Our souls are recovered and our shadows healed, to become trusted companions
rather than adversaries. When we begin the dance of the pharmaka, we enter into our truth and
wholeness, confronting the illusion of separation that comes from the acts and laws of man.
When you are ready to destroy this illusion, then you are prepared for pharmakeia.The Green
World has its own laws and masters. The plant spirits are ruled by the cycle of life-death-rebirth.
They follow the principles of nature. We become attuned to the verdancy—the synergistic
experience of the fiery soul that lives within all creatures throughout the Green World, also
known as the Anima Mundi.Pharmakeia is the holistic practice of plant spirit witchcraft that
incorporates the corporeal, the magical, and the spiritual. There is no division between the three.
Pharmakeia breaks down the illusion of separation and reveals how the verdant world reflects
the duality within us. Allopathic medicine, mainstream healthcare, would have us believe that
plants treat only the physical self. Yet the truth is that this is a recent development in the practice
of pharmakeia. If we open our spirits, minds, and hearts, we can hear the call of the Anima
Mundi. Heed Hekate's call to enter her eternal Garden.This Garden contains all the verdant
world. It is the mystical epicenter of the master plant spirits known as the pharmakoi. I've
selected thirty-nine of these plant spirits for inclusion in this guide—some that are historically
connected with Hekate, as well as others that I've associated through research and gnosis.
These include everyday botanicals, from corn to garlic, as well as exotic ones like frankincense
and myrrh. You'll find several plants and trees that grow abundantly in North America, like
American mandrake (mayapple), birch, and yarrow. Depending on where you live, some of these
botanicals are “wild pharmakoi,” growing naturally without intervention from humans, while
others are cultivated or grown as crops. You'll find a mix of well-established botanicals like
mugwort and yarrow, as well as often-overlooked plants like moss and seaweed. It was difficult
to narrow the list down to the thirty-nine.I chose thirty-nine because that number, representing
the three-fold nature of the Goddess multiplied by 13, is the number most sacred to witches.
Thus, the thirteen sections and thirty-nine monographs are themselves talismans of magick,
medicine, and mystery that I share with you now. The monographs were developed using my
own Book of Life, the sacred records of my personal practice as a plant spirit witch. They are a
combination of standard knowledge and personal gnosis. All the formulations and practices
have been well tested by myself and my students. The profile of each pharmakoi is augmented



with correspondences that can be used to strengthen the power of the plant—either by choosing
similar ones, or by choosing complementary ones that are different yet reflect the overall energy
you are summoning.The Garden of the Goddess is without compare. It is our eternal spiritual
home. We are offered the key to its mysteries by Hekate to help us remember what lives within
us. In the known mythology, this Garden was the domain of her witches, where they harvested
the plants for their ministrations. These witches, blessed by their queen, practiced the art, craft,
and science of pharmakeia. Unlike modern herbalism, which is often divided between the
physical, the magical, and the spiritual, ancient pharmakeia took a holistic approach. When I
started teaching and writing about this, my readers and students resoundingly agreed that it
made so much more sense than the more common practices. This is not a book of clinical
herbalism. The practices, rituals, spells, and techniques found here work on the levels of the
corporeal, the magical, and the spiritual in varying degrees based on the focus chosen.
Pharmakeia is holistic plant spirit witchcraft.If you're new to Hekatean witchcraft, you may not
have recognized some of the terms I've already used in this introduction. The vocabulary of
pharmakeia is a merging of history, gnosis, and practice. For example, I use “magic” to describe
the general forces that conspire with witches, while “magick” describes our intentional use of
these forces. I use the labels and terms that the botanicals want, under the guidance of the Triple
Goddesses. Often, I've received these transmissions through journeying and ritual, the altered
states of consciousness necessary for connecting with the spirits. The use of botanicals for
spiritual experiences is central to my personal practice.Likewise, my use of words inspired by
ancient Greek and Latin terms is sometimes a literal translation and sometimes more creative.
The use of these words, like the entire book, is a combination of magick, medicine, and mystery.
Any discrepancies perceived by the reader may reflect my inspired development of a new word
that is rooted in an ancient one.The properties and correspondences of the botanicals included
in this book also reflect both the standard properties and my personal experience over the past
two decades. I have adapted traditional wisdom by viewing it through a contemporary lens. The
properties and correspondences of any plant spirit are vast and often diverse. I encourage you
to delve into the world of herbalism to learn more about the properties and correspondences of
the botanicals within these pages.The thirteen sections of this book represent the Kleis
Maleficarum—the steps in all pharmakeia practices. After hearing Medea's truth—the backstory
that drives our intention—we answer the call of Hekate in the person of her ancient archetype,
Nyssa. This is the sacred turning point, the initialization, the very beginning. Our magickal path
begins with the Origio, the source of the goddesses or other spirits we will involve in our working.
Next comes the Praeparatio, the foundation on which we will build our practice, followed by the
structure, the system, known as Ratio. Then we determine the process, the Practica. Usually, in
botanical witchery, there is some involvement of the Hieros Pyr—the sacred fire—whether the
kind that heats our kettles through the spark of electricity or the more obvious sort created to
burn incense that is central to our craft. Then we progress to the selection of the botanicals we
will use, drawing on our knowledge, the Gnosis. Depending on our focus, we may cast a spell



(Magikeia), use our psychic skills (Sibylika), or perform a ritual (Agia). The final ingredient in any
working is Sophia—the wisdom, the added bit that can't easily be explained. Finally, all workings
go through Initio, their initiation into the mystery, the wholeness. Our witches' journey cycles
through these steps, with many going on concurrently, looping back and forth in the glorious
cycle of time that is Hekate's Wheel.Boldness of spirit is required for all true magic, as are
curiosity, creativity, and sovereignty. Truth, above all else, is to be pursued and honored. What is
true of the Green World is true also for witches. We, like botanicals, are complex, messy,
structured yet impulsive, eternal yet always transforming, sexy, dirty, passionate, kind,
combative, unknowable yet familiar, and deeply wired for growth. We are force and form,
blessing and bane. Pharmakeia is the art of the soul, the expression of longing, and the desire
for reconnection. It is responding to the ardent cries and whispers of the plant spirits for a return
to the ancient ways. We must respond to their calls from our modern perspective. The past is
long dead; this is a new cycle of growth.Enter now the Garden of the Goddess; answer the spirits
and reclaim your power. I offer you this book as a method for doing so. May you be inspired.This
book is blessed with the wisdom of Hekate, Anima Mundi, Witch Mother, Mother of All.Mother of
the Eternal Garden.The powers of her eternal witches, Circe and Medea, and the others are
woven through every line.The spirits of her plants long for your touch.I honor them through
sharing this Great Work.May you be well blessed.Yours in the magick, medicine, and mystery of
Hekate's Garden,Cyndi Brannen
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baekveritas, “Concise book for beginners and intermediates in magickal plant herbology. Dr
Brannen wants to learn with us, this is a beginner-intermediate level book: recommended best
foundational book if you’re just starting to make tinctures and ointments and need to start your
collection of herbs in worship of the Goddess Hekate.Intermediate level in that there are some
advanced poisonous plants in here that Dr Brannen will guide you into knowing and using them.
Also good as an intermediate book to renew your relationship with familiar plants like mugwort
and vervain.Overall a very balanced book if you’re looking to make a magickal connections with
plants whether or not you are a Hekatean devotee but will deepen your relationship with the
Goddess if you’re one.”

Ashley, “Amazing resource. Cyndi Brannon is an amazing author and witch, her works are
incredibly helpful to witches in any stage of their journey, beginner or experienced. This book is
such a wonderful resource for any witch.”

Ebook Library Reader Cgreen, “I highly recommend this book. I love Entering Hekate's Garden:
The Magick, Medicine & Mystery of Plant Spirit Witchcraft .In this beautifully written book you
will come to an understanding of the importance of reconnecting with the green world. You will
learn how to reconnect with it and/or increase the depth of your connection You will learn how to
interact with the spirits of the green world, and how to maintain that connection. In addition, you
will gain a deeper understanding of the trilogy of Hekate, Circe and Medea within the green
world.Through information, rituals and self-reflection Dr. Cyndi Brannen leads us on a spiritual
awakening like no other.I highly recommend this book to all who are seeking to deepen their
spirituality and understanding.”

Mat Auryn - Author Of 'Psychic Witch', “Brilliant. I have long wanted a book like Entering
Hekate’s Garden: The Magick, Medicine & Mystery of Plant Spirit Witchcraft to exist. As a
devotee of Hekate, the botanical connections of Hekate and her priestess-witch daughters in
mythology and lore has always fascinated me. For many years, I have wanted to take the time to
compile all the lore together myself for my own personal practice. Luckily, Cyndi Brannen has
done all the heavy lifting for us.In Entering Hekate's Garden, she has taken the seeds of ancient
and classical lore and grown something lush, beautiful, new, and extremely beneficial for any
modern witch, while also maintaining the historical roots. I greatly enjoy all of Cyndi’s works and
books, but this is by far my favorite of hers to date. I know it will be a book that I reference often in
my personal magickal practice and devotional workEntering Hekate’s Garden places the Ancient
Greek practice of pharmakeia back at the forefront of Hekatean devotion and magick, allowing
for a fresh, contemporary approach to the practices of the green witch. The book features a lot of
beautiful botanical monographs and has a bit of a traditional grimoire feel to it, all while being
highly accessible, practical, and powerful. This book is a gem for both the Hekatean devotee



and the practitioner of green witchcraft that shouldn’t be missed.”

Gabriel C., “Beautifully written and filled with practical advice. I own all of Cyndi's books (both in
print and e-book formats) and this is by far my favorite. The plant monographs are full of
information as well as practical advice on how to use them. Anybody interested in botanical
witchcraft or plant magick should own this book. Beautiful.”

Sifo Dyas, “Excellent. Fantastic work. The detail and research is top notch, and the practical
aspects unlimited. I've already bookmarked at least a dozen pages. This is a valuable go-to
research text to keep near your working altar.”

Patricia Browne, “Great Resource. Well researched, thoughtfully written and bursting with
Hekatean magic. Ordered on pre-order and the wait has been worth it. One of the best plant
magic books I have. I also think it could prove to be a valuable resource for non Hekate
practitioners as it also provides in depth information on the plants, correspondences, uses and
recipes. Each plant reference is also accompanied by an appropriate Greek Myth which adds an
extra layer to each plants charm. The author also acknowledges that due to allergies,
medications etc not everyone can safely have skin contact with or ingest some of the plants
listed but has given alternative ways of utilising the plants energy and magic. I enjoy the authors
flair for writing, her prayers and incantations are excellent. All in all a fantastic book.”

Richard Murray, “Great and helpful.. I totally love this book. Its going to be one I will use over and
over again. Really informative and helpful in many ways. What can I say other than scrumptious.
Great book.”

sofie, “Great book!. Great book!”

Kim Sherry, “Fascinating. I am intrigued and fascinated. So beautifully written with facts that are
verifiable. Cyndi Brannen has done it again. A true leader and mistress of her craft and so
generous to share  her love and knowledge base of energies with her global followers.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Une réussite sur un thème peu abordé dans la littérature sur Hekate.
J'étais restée sur ma faim avec Keeping her keys de la même autrice. Cette fois, la structure, la
poésie, la composition de cet ouvrage, tout me plaît.Si ma relation avec Hekate diffère de la
conception de Cyndi, ça ne m'empêche pas de profiter de ce livre très riche ! Je suppose que
les mystères du travail avec les esprits des plantes sont un point commun pour beaucoup dans
l'évantail des pratiques hécatéennes.A cet égard, ce livre comble un manque dans la littérature
existante sur le sujet.Les rituels et sorts proposés me semblent très pertinents jusqu'ici. Je
déteste habituellement qu'on prémâche le travail avec des suggestions impersonnelles. Il n'en
est rien ici !La mise en page privilégie les aspects pratiques; elle invite à s'approprier Entering



Hekate's Garden.Bref, je retourne m'y plonger !”

The book by Cyndi Brannen has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 746 people have provided feedback.
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